The importance of lone pair delocalizations: theoretical investigations on the stability of cis and trans isomers in 1,2-halodiazenes.
The relative and thermodynamic stabilities of cis and trans isomers of 1,2-dihalodiazenes (XN=NX; X = F, Cl, or Br) were examined using high level ab initio and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. For 1,2-dihalodiazenes, it was found that the cis isomers were more stable than the corresponding trans isomers, despite the existence of several cis destabilizing mechanisms, such as steric exchange between halogen lone pairs and dipole-dipole electrostatic repulsions (Delta(trans-cis) = 3.15, 7.04, and 8.19 kcal mol(-1), respectively, at BP86/6-311++G(3df,3pd)//B3LYP /6-311++G(3df,3pd) level). Their origin of the cis-preferred difference in energy was investigated with natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis to show that the "cis effect" came mainly from antiperiplanar interactions (AP effect) between the nitrogen lone pair and the neighboring antibonding orbital of the N-X bond (n(N) --> sigma(N'X'*)). The delocalization of halogen lone-pair into the antibonding orbital of the N=N bonds (the LP effects) was also found to enhance the cis preference by 1.20 to 6.58 kcal mol(-1), depending on the substituted halogen atom. The total amount of the AP effect increased as the halogen atom became larger, and the increased AP effect promoted the triple-bond-like nature of the N=N bond (shorter N=N bond length and wider NNX angle). The greater AP effect also made the N'-X' bond easier to cleave (longer N-X bond length), and a higher energy level than that of the nitrogen lone pair was found in the N-Br bonding orbital in 1,2-dibromodiazenes, thus indicating the significant instability of this molecule. The degradability of the N-Cl bond in 1,2-dichlorodiazenes and the fair stability of the N-F bond in 1,2-fluorodiazenes were also confirmed theoretically, and were found to be consistent with the previous experimental and theoretical reports. These results clearly indicate the dominance of lone-pair-related hyperconjugations on the basic electronic structure and energetic natures of 1,2-dihalodiazene systems.